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We present an analysis of different methods to calculate the classical electrostatic
Hartree potential created by charge distributions. Our goal is to provide the reader
with an estimation on the performance —in terms of both numerical complexity and
accuracy— of popular Poisson solvers, and to give an intuitive idea on the way these
solvers operate. Highly parallelisable routines have been implemented in a first-principle
simulation code (Octopus) to be used in our tests, so that reliable conclusions about
the capability of methods to tackle large systems in cluster computing can be obtained
from our work.
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1 Introduction

The electrostatic interaction between charges is one of the most important phenomena of
physics and chemistry, which makes the calculation of the energy and potential associated to
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a distribution of charges one of the most common problems in scientific computing. The cal-
culation of potentials created by pairwise interactions is ubiquitous in atomic and molecular
simulations, and also in fields like quantum chemistry, solid state physics, fluid dynamics,
plasma physics and astronomy, among others.

In particular, the electrostatic interaction is a key part in the density functional theory
(DFT) [1, 2] and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) [3] formulations of
quantum mechanics. In DFT the many-body Schrödinger equation is replaced by a set of
single particle equations, the Kohn–Sham equations, which include an effective potential
that contains the electronic interaction. Such effective potential is usually divided into three
terms: the Hartree potential, the exchange-correlation (XC) potential, and the external
potential. The Hartree term corresponds to the classical electrostatic potential generated by
the electronic charge distribution.

The calculation of the potential associated to a charge distribution is then an important
step in many numerical implementations of DFT/TDDFT. In addition, the calculation of
the electrostatic potential associated to a charge density can appear in other contexts in
electronic structure theory, like the approximation of the exchange term [4, 5, 6], or the
calculation of integrals that appear in Hartree–Fock [7, 8] or Casida [9] theories. It is
understandable then, that the calculation of the electrostatic potential has received much
interest in the recent past within the community of electronic structure researchers [10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16].

Since at present the complexity of the problems requires massively parallel computational
platforms [17], every algorithm for a time-consuming task must not only be efficient in
serial, but also needs to keep its efficiency when run in a very large number of processors
(e.g. more than 10,000 CPUs). The electrostatic interaction is non-local, and thus the
information corresponding to different points interacting with each other can be stored in
different computing units, with a non-negligible time for data-communication among them.
This makes the choice of the algorithm for the calculation of the Hartree potential critical,
as different algorithms also have different efficiencies. Thanks to the efficiency offered by
the current generation of solvers, the calculation of the Hartree potential usually contributes
a minor fraction of the computational time of a typical DFT calculation. However, there
are cases where the Poisson solver hinders the numerical performance of electronic structure
calculations. For example, in parallel implementations of DFT it is common to distribute the
Kohn–Sham orbitals between processors [18]; for real-time TDDFT and molecular dynamics
in particular, this is a very efficient strategy [19, 20, 21]. Nonetheless, since a single Poisson
equation needs to be solved independently on the number of orbitals, the calculation of the
Hartree potential becomes an important bottleneck for an efficient parallelisation [22, 21] as
predicted by Amdahl’s law [23], if it is not optimally parallelised. Such a bottleneck also
appears in other contexts of computational chemistry and physics, like Molecular Dynamics
[24].

The objective of this article is, therefore, to analyse the relative efficiencies and accuracies
of some of the most popular methods to calculate the Hartree potential created by charge
distributions. Our purpose is to provide the reader with estimates on the features of this
solvers that make it possible to choose which of them is the most appropriate for his/her
electronic structure calculations.

We start by giving a brief theoretical introduction to the Poisson equation problem and on
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the different methods to solve it. Next, we discuss the details of our implementation and the
parallel computers we use. Following, we present the results of our numerical experiments.
We finish by stating our conclusions. More specific derivations and analysis are provided in
the supporting information.

2 Theoretical background

In the context of quantum mechanics, the electrons and their electric charge are delocalised
over space forming a continuous charge distribution ρ(r). Such a charge density creates an
electrostatic (Hartree) potential v(r), which is given by [25]

v(r) =

∫
dr ′

1

4πε0

ρ(r ′)

|r − r ′| , (1)

where ε0 is the electrical permittivity of the vacuum, 1/4π in atomic units. When considering
the electric interaction in a medium, it is possible to approximate the polarization effects by
replacing ε0 by an effective permittivity, ε. In the context of electronic structure calculations
this effective permittivity is used, for example, in multiscale simulations where part of the
system is approximated by a continuous polarisable medium [26].

In 3D, it is simple to show that equation 1 is equivalent to the Poisson equation [27, 28]

∇2v(r) +
ρ(r)

ε0
= 0 . (2)

In fact, this equation provides a convenient general expression that is valid for different
dimensions and boundary conditions. For example, to study crystalline systems, when pe-
riodic boundary conditions are usually imposed. It is also possible to simulate a molecular
system interacting with ideal metallic surfaces by choosing the appropriate boundary con-
ditions [29, 30]. Both formulations of the problem, i.e. equations 1 and 2, are quite useful:
while some methods to calculate the Hartree potential are based on the former, others rely
on the latter.

In order to numerically calculate the electrostatic potential we need to discretise the
problem. To this end, we use a grid representation, which changes the charge density and
the electrostatic potential to discrete functions, with values defined over a finite number of
points distributed over a grid. Such an approach is used in many electronic structure codes,
even when another type of representation is used for the orbitals. The direct calculation of
the potential would take O(N2) operations, N being the total number of grid points. This is
prohibitive for systems beyond a given size. Fortunately, there exist a variety of methods —
either using equation 1 or 2 — that by exploiting the properties of the problem, reduce the
cost to a linear or quasi-linear dependency with a negligible accuracy drop. For our survey, we
have selected several parallel implementations of some of the most popular of these methods
(fast Fourier transform, interpolating scaling functions, fast multipole method, conjugate
gradients, and multigrid). In the next subsection we introduce these methods and give a
brief account of their theoretical foundations and properties.
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2.1 Fast Fourier transform

The Fourier transform (FT) is a powerful mathematical tool both for analytical and nu-
merical calculations, and certainly it can be used to calculate the electrostatic potential
created by a charge distribution represented in an equispaced grid by operating as follows.
Let f(r) be a function whose Fourier transform f̂(k) exists. By construction f = f(r),
and f̂−1

(
f̂(k)

)
(r) = f(r). This expression, plus the convolution property of the Fourier

transform, applied to equation 1, imply that

v(r) = v̂−1
(
v̂(k)

)
(r) =

1

4πε0
v̂−1
(
ρ̂(k)/|k|2

)
, (3)

where we have used that the Fourier transform of the function 1/|r| is [28] ˆ(1/|r|)(k) =
1/|k|2 = 1/(k2x + k2y + k2z).

Since ρ(r) is represented in discrete equispaced points (rj,k,l) at the centre of cells whose
volume equals Ω, the Fourier transform of ρ(r), i.e. ρ̂(k), can be calculated using its discrete
Fourier transform

ρ̂(k) := (2π)−3/2
∫

dr exp(−ik · r)ρ(r) (4)

' (2π)−3/2Ω
∑

j,k,l

ρ(rj,k,l) exp(−i(kxj + kyk + kzl)) . (5)

The use of equation 4 in equation 3 results in a discretised problem, which requires the
use of a discrete Fourier transform plus an inverse discrete Fourier transform. The expression
of the potential in terms of discrete Fourier transforms allows the application of the efficient
FFT technique [31] (see below for details), so the problem can be solved in O(N log2N)
steps.

It is to be stressed that the use of the FT automatically imposes periodic boundary
conditions on the density, and therefore to the potential. When finite systems are studied,
some scheme is required to avoid the interaction between periodic images. A simple way
to solve this is to increase the size of the real-space simulation cell and set the charge
density to zero in the new points. This moves the periodic replicas of the density away, thus
decreasing their effect on the potential [28, 32]. Another strategy is to replace the 1/(ε0k

2)
factor of equation 3, known as the kernel of the Poisson equation, by a quantity that gives
the free space potential in the simulation region. This modified kernel has been presented
in reference [12] for molecules, one-dimensional systems, and slabs. This Coulomb cut-off
technique is very efficient and easy to implement. In our fast Fourier transform method we
combine the two approaches, doubling the size of the cell and using a modified kernel [28, 12].
This results in a potential that accurately reproduces the free space results. On the other
hand, this method also imposes some constrains. For example, in the case of molecules, the
cut-off is spherical and, therefore, it requires the enlarged cell to be always cubic, regardless
of the shape of the original cell.

The power of the FFT method has made it part of many algorithms for the calculations
of pairwise interactions. In the method summarized in this section, we treat the whole
contribution to the potential with FFT. There exist, however, other schemes where only
one part of the potential is calculated using FFT, e.g. the Particle Mesh Ewald methods
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[33]. In these, the charge is split into an analytical component and a numerical component,
being the contribution to the potential of the latter calculated through FFT. One celebrated
method to do this for finite systems is presented in [32]. Other celebrated Poisson solvers are
also based on Ewald methods. Among them, we can highlight the Particle-Particle Particle-
Mesh method [34], which operates similarly, but evaluating the interaction between nearby
neighbouring charges with direct summations.

In one dimension, the discrete Fourier transform of a set of n complex numbers fk (fk
can be, for example, the values of ρ in a set of discrete points) is given by

Fl =
n−1∑

k=0

fk exp
(
−2πikl

n

)
for l = 0, . . . , n− 1 , (6)

with i being the imaginary unit. The inverse discrete Fourier transform is given by

fk =
1

n

n−1∑

l=0

Fl exp
(
+2πikl

n

)
for k = 0, . . . , n− 1 . (7)

The definitions above enable computational savings using the fact that both the input and
output data sets (ρ(r) and v(r)) are real. Thus Fn−l = F ∗l , and we just need to calculate
one half of the n discrete Fourier transforms.

Solving the Poisson problem using equations 6 and 7 would require O(N2) arithmetic
operations (with e.g. N = n3), which would not represent any improvement over the cost of
evaluating the potential directly. However, in 1965, J. W. Cooley and J. W. Tukey published
an algorithm called fast Fourier transform (FFT) [31] that exploits the special structure of
equation 6 in order to reduce the arithmetic complexity. The basic idea of the radix-2
Cooley-Tukey FFT is to split a discrete FT of even size n = 2m into two discrete FTs of
half the length; e.g., for l = 0, . . . ,m− 1 we have

F2l =
m−1∑

k=0

fk exp
(
−2πik2l

n

)
+ fk+m exp

(
−2πi (k+m)2l

n

)

=
m−1∑

k=0

(fk + fk+m) exp
(
−2πikl

m

)
; (8)

F2l+1 =
m−1∑

k=0

fk exp
(
−2πik(2l+1)

n

)
+ fk+m exp

(
−2πi (k+m)(2l+1)

n

)

=
m−1∑

k=0

exp
(
−2πi k

n

)
(fk − fk+m) exp

(
−2πikl

m

)
. (9)

If we assume n to be a power of two, we can apply this splitting recursively log2 n times,
which leads to O(n log2 n) arithmetic operations for the calculation of equation 6. There
exist analogous splitting for every divisible sizes [35], even for prime sizes [36].

2.2 Interpolating scaling functions

This method was developed by Genovese et al. [14] for the bigdft code [37]. Formally it is
based on representing the density in a basis of interpolating scaling functions (ISF) that arise
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in the context of wavelet theory [38]. A representation of ρ from ρj,k,l can be efficiently built
by using wavelets, and efficient iterative solvers for the Hartree potential v can be tailored,
e.g. from ordinary steepest descent or conjugate gradient techniques [39]. A non-iterative
and accurate way to calculate v [14] is to use the fast Fourier transform (FFT) in addition
to wavelets. If we represent

ρ(r) =
∑

j,k,l

ρj,k,lφ(x− j)φ(y − k)φ(z − l) , (10)

where r = x, y, z and φ are interpolating scaling functions in one dimension, then equation
1 becomes

vm,n,o := v(rm,n,o) =
∑

j,k,l

ρj,k,lK(j,m; k, n; l, o) , (11)

where

K(j,m; k, n; l, o) :=

∫

V

dr ′
φj(x

′)φk(y′)φl(z
′)

|rm,n,o − r ′| , (12)

and V indicates the total volume of the system. Due to the definition of the ISF, the discrete
kernel K satisfies K(j,m; k, n; l, o) = K(j − m; k − n; l − o), and therefore equation 11 is
a convolution, which can be efficiently treated using FFTs (see the previous Section). The
evaluation of equation 12 can be approximated by expressing the inverse of r in a Gaussian
basis (1/r ' ∑k ωk exp(−pkr2)), which also enables efficient treatment. All this makes the
order of this method N log2N . Another important characteristic of the method is that it
uses a kernel in equation 3 that yields an accurate free space potential without having to
enlarge the cell.

2.3 Fast multipole method

The fast multipole method (FMM) was first proposed in 1987 for 2D systems [40], and it
was soon extended to 3D problems [41]. Although only O(N) operations are necessary to
calculate the electrostatic potential, the first FMM versions had big prefactors that in prac-
tice made the method competitive only for huge systems or low accuracy calculations [42].
After thorough research, it was possible to develop signficantly more accurate and efficient
versions of the FMM [43, 44], making it a largely celebrated method [45].

The original FMM was devised to calculate the potential generated by a set of discrete
point-like particles

v(ri) =
1

4πε0

N∑

j=1,j 6=i

qj
|ri − rj|

, (13)

which is different from the charge-distribution problem that we are studying in this work.
While extensions of the FMM to the continuous problem exist [46, 47, 48], in order to profit
from the efficient parallel FMM implementations we have devised a simple scheme to recast
the continuous problem into a discrete charge one without losing precision.

We assume that each grid point rj,k,l corresponds to a charge of magnitude Ωρj,k,l, where
Ω = h3 (h being the grid spacing) is the volume of the space associated to each grid point
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(cell volume). Using the FMM we calculate at each point the potential generated by this set
of charges, vFMM

j,k,l . However, this is not equivalent to the potential generated by the charge
distribution, and some correction terms need to be included (see Section S7 of the supporting
information for the derivation of these corrections). The first correcting term (self-interaction
term) comes from the potential generated at each point by the charge contained in the same
cell

vSIj,k,l = 2π

(
3

4π

)2/3

h2ρj,k,l . (14)

Additionally, we apply a correction to improve the accuracy of the interaction between
neighbouring points, which has the largest error in the point-charge approximation. This
correction term is derived using a formal cubic interpolation of the density to a finer grid,
obtaining a simple finite-differences-like term

vcorr.j,k,l = h2
(
27/32 + (α)2π(3/4π)2/3

)
ρj,k,l

+ (h2/16)
(
ρj−1,k,l + ρj+1,k,l + ρj,k−1,l + ρj,k+1,l + ρj,k,l−1 + ρj,k,l+1

)

− (h2/64)
(
ρj−2,k,l + ρj+2,k,l + ρj,k−2,l + ρj,k+2,l + ρj,k,l−2 + ρj,k,l+2

)
.

(15)

Here α is a parameter to compensate the charge within the cell (j, k, l) that is counted twice.
The final expression for the potential is

vj,k,l = vFMM
j,k,l + vSIj,k,l + vcorr.j,k,l . (16)

Now we give a brief introduction of the FMM algorithm. More detailed explanations on
the FMM can be found in Refs. [40, 41, 49, 43]. To introduce the method we use spherical
coordinates in what remains of this Section.

Consider a system of l charges {qi, i = 1, . . . , l} located at points {(τi, αi, βi), i = 1, . . . , l}
which lie in a sphere D of radius a and centre at Q = (τ, α, β). It can be proved [43] that
the electric field created by them at a point P = (r, θ, φ) outside D is

v(P ) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n

Om
n

(r′)n+1
Y m
n (θ′, φ′) , (17)

where P −Q = (r′, θ′, φ′) and

Om
n =

l∑

i=1

qiτ
n
i Y
−m
n (αi, βi) , (18)

with Y m
n (α, β) known functions (the spherical harmonics). If P lies outside of a sphere D1

of radius a+ τ (see Figure 1A) the potential of equation 17 can be re-expressed as

v(P ) =
∞∑

j=0

j∑

k=−j

Mk
j

rj+1
Y k
j (θ, φ) , (19)
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where

Mk
j =

j∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
(20)

Ok−m
j−n i|k|−|m|−|k−m|

√
(j − n− k +m)!(j − n+ k −m)!

√
(n−m)!(n+m)! τn Y −mn (α, β)√

(j − k)!(j + k)!
.

Note that the “entangled” expression of the potential of equation 13, in which the coordi-
nates of the point where the potential is measured and the coordinates of the charge that
creates the potential are together, has been converted to a “factorised” expression, in which
the coordinates of the point where we measure the potential are in terms (Y k

j (θ, φ)/rj+1)
that multiply terms (Mk

j ) which depend on the coordinates of the charges that create the
potential. It is this factorisation which enables efficient calculation of the potential that a
set of charges creates at a given point by using the (previously calculated) expression of the
potential created by this set of charges at other points.

If the set of l charges described above is located inside a sphere DQ of radius a with centre
at Q = (τ, α, β), where τ > 2a (see Figure 1B), then equation 17 implies that the potential
created by these charges inside a sphere D0 of radius a centred at the origin is given by

v(P ) =
∞∑

j=0

j∑

k=−j
Lk
j r

j Y k
j (θ, φ) , (21)

where

Lk
j =

∞∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n

Om
n i|k−m|−|k|−|m|

√
(n−m)!(n+m)!

√
(j − k)!(j + k)! Y m−k

j+n (α, β)

(−1)n τ j+n+1
√

(j + n−m+ k)!(j + n+m− k)!
. (22)

The evaluation of the equations above requires truncation of the infinite sums to a given
order, which can be chosen to keep the error below a given threshold. The equations 19 and
21 enable the efficient calculation of the potential experienced by every charge of the system
due to the influence of the other charges. In order to calculate it, the system is divided
into a hierarchy of boxes. Level 0 is a single box containing the whole system; level 1 is a
set of 8 boxes containing level 0; and so on (a box of level L consists of 8 boxes of level
L + 1). Different boxes at a given level do not contain common charges. The highest level
(Nl) contains several charges (in our case, each lying in a grid point) in every box. The
procedure to calculate the potential in all grid points can be summarised as follows:

• For every box in the highest box level Nl (smallest boxes), we calculate the potential
created by the charges in that box using equation 17.

• We gather 8 boxes of levelNl to form every box of levelNl-1. We calculate the potential
created by the charges of the (Nl − 1)-box using the potentials created by the eight
(Nl)-boxes that form it. To this end, we use equation 19.

• We repeat this procedure (we use equation 19 to get the potentials created by box L-1
by using those of box L) until all the levels are swept.
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A) B)

D1

O

P (r, θ, φ)

D

Q(τ, α, β)

a

D0
O

P (r, θ, φ)

Q(τ, α, β)
a

DQ

a

τ > 2a

Figure 1: A) A set of point charges (black circles) inside a sphere D of radius a centred
at Q = (τ, α, β) creates a potential outside the sphere D1 of radius (a + τ) and centred in
the origin that can be expressed with equation 19. B) A set of point charges (black circles)
inside a sphere DQ of radius a centred at Q = (τ, α, β) creates a potential inside the sphere
D0 of radius a and centred in the origin that can be expressed with equation 21 (provided
that τ > 2a). In both A) and B), O represents the origin of coordinates, and P = (r, θ, φ)
is the point where the potential is measured. In our systems, the charges lie in equispaced
grid points.

• Then, the box hierarchy is swept in the opposite direction: from lower to higher levels,
the equation 21 is used to calculate the potential created by the boxes (the potential
given by equation 21 is valid in regions that are not equal to those where equation 19
is valid).

• Finally, the total potential in every grid point (vFMM
j,k,l ) is calculated as an addition

of three terms: the potentials due to nearby charges are directly calculated with the
pairwise formula of equation 13, and the potentials due to the rest of the charges
are calculated either with equation 19 or with equation 21, depending on the relative
position of the boxes which create the potential and the box where the potential is
evaluated.

In the whole procedure above, the charge in the grid point (j, k, l) is Ωρj,k,l. This scheme
corresponds to the traditional version of FMM [43]. We used a slight modification of it [50]
which not only converts multipoles between consecutive levels, but also within every given
level, which enables further computational savings.

2.4 Conjugate gradients

In this section and in the following one we present two widely used iterative methods to
calculate the electrostatic interaction: conjugate gradients and multigrid [51]. These methods
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are based on finding a solution to the Poisson equation 2 by starting from an initial guess and
systematically refining it so that it becomes arbitrarily closer to the exact solution. These
two methods have the advantage that if a good initial approximation is known, only a few
iterations are required.

When using a grid representation, the Poisson equation can be discretised using finite
differences. In this scheme the Laplacian at each grid point is approximated by a sum over
the values of neighbouring points multiplied by certain weights. High-order expressions that
include several neighbours can be used to control the error in the approximation [52]. The
finite-difference approximation turns equation (2) into a linear algebraic equation

L̃x = y , (23)

where L̃ is a sparse matrix (taking advantage of the sparsity of a system of equations can
greatly reduce the numerical complexity of its solution [53]), y is a known vector (y = −ρ/ε0,
in this case) and x is the vector we are solving for, in this case the electrostatic potential.
Equation (23) can be efficiently solved by iterative methods that are based on the application
of the matrix-vector product without the need to store the matrix.

Since the matrix is symmetric and positive definite, we can use the standard conjugate
gradients [54] (CG) method. In the CG method, x is built as a linear combination of a set
of orthogonal vectors pk. In every iteration, a new term is added

xk+1 = xk + αkpk , (24)

which attempts to minimise

f(x) :=
1

2
xT L̃x− xTy , (25)

whose minimum is the solution of equation 23. The term added to the potential in iteration
k is built so that x moves in the direction of the gradient of f , but being orthogonal to the
previous terms. The gradient of f(x) satisfies, −∇f(x) = y − L̃x. Therefore the search
direction in iteration k + 1 is

pk+1 = rk+1 +
|rk+1|2
|rk|2

pk . (26)

with rk+1 = rk − αkL̃pk and p0 = r0 = y − L̃x0, being x0 arbitrary. The coefficient
associated with each direction, αk, is obtained from the minimization condition, yielding

αk =
|rk|2
pT
k L̃pk

. (27)

The equations above show that the CG method has a linear scaling (O(N)) with the
number of points N for a given number of iterations whenever the matrix L̃ has a number
of non-zero entries per row that is much lower than N (as is the usual case for the Poisson
equation). Bigger exponents in the scaling can appear, however, in problems where the
number of performed iterations is chosen to keep the solution error below a given threshold
that depends on N [55].
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An issue that appears when using the finite-difference discretisation to solve the Poisson
equation are boundary conditions: they must be given by setting the values of the points on
the border of the domain. For free space boundary conditions we need a secondary method
to obtain the value of the potential over these points; this additional method can represent a
significant fraction of the computational cost and can introduce an approximation error. In
our implementation we use a multipole expansion. Such an expansion concerns not only the
boundaries: all the charges of the system are decomposed into two contributions: the first
contribution is obtained with using a multipole expansion, and the corresponding potential
is analytically calculated [28]; the potential created by the rest of the charge is calculated
numerically with either the conjugate gradient method or the multigrid method. Splitting
methods like this are commonly used in the literature [32].

2.5 Multigrid

Multigrid [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 51] is a powerful method to solve elliptic partial differential
equations, such as the Poisson problem [61], in an iterative fashion. Multigrid is routinely
used as a solver or preconditioner for electronic structure and other scientific applications [62,
63, 64, 65]. In this Section we will make a brief introduction to a simple version of the
multigrid approach that is adequate for the Poisson problem. Multigrid, however, can also
be generalised to more complex problems, like non-linear problems [60] and systems where
there is no direct geometric interpretation, in what is known as algebraic multigrid [66]. It
has also been extended to solve eigenvalue problems [67, 64].

Multigrid is based on iterative solvers like Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel [51]. These methods
are based on a simple iteration formula, that for equation 23 reads

x← x +M−1(y − L̃x) . (28)

The matrix M is an approximation to L̃ that is simple to invert. In the case of Jacobi, M
is the diagonal of L̃, and for Gauss-Seidel, M is upper diagonal part of L̃. These methods
are simple to implement, in particular in the case of the Laplacian operator, but are quite
inefficient by themselves, so they are not practical as linear solvers for high-performance
applications. However, they have a particular property: they are very good in removing the
high-frequency error of a solution approximation, where the frequency is defined in relation to
the grid spacing. In other words, given an approximation to the solution, a few iterations of
Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel will make the solution smooth. In multigrid the smoothing property is
exploited by using a hierarchy of grids of different spacing, and hence changing the frequency
that these smoothing operators can remove efficiently.

A fundamental concept in multigrid is the residual of a linear equation. If we have x̄ as
an approximate solution of equation 23, the associated residual, b, is defined as

b = y − L̃x̄ . (29)

We can use the residual to define an alternative linear problem

L̃a = b . (30)
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Due to the linearity of the Laplacian operator, finding a is equivalent to solving the original
linear problem, equation 23, as

x = x̄ + a. (31)

If a few iterations of a smoothing operator have been applied to the approximate solution,
x̄, we know that the high-frequency components of the corresponding residual b should be
small. Then it is possible to represent b in a grid that has, for example, two times the
spacing without too much loss of accuracy. In this coarser grid equation 30 can be solved
with less computational cost. Once the solution a is found on the coarser grid, it can be
transferred back to the original grid and used to improve the approximation to the solution
using equation 31.

The concept of calculating a correction term in a coarser grid is the basis of the multigrid
approach. Instead of two grids, as in our previous example, a hierarchy of grids is used, at
each level the residual is transferred to a coarser grid where the correction term is calculated.
This is done up to the coarsest level that only contains a few points. Then the correction is
calculated and transferred back to the finer levels.

To properly define the multigrid algorithm it is necessary to specify the operators that
transfer functions between grids of different spacing. For transferring to a finer grid, typically
a linear interpolation is used. For transferring to a coarser grid a so-called restriction operator
is used. In a restriction operator, the value of the coarse grid point is calculated as a weighted
average of the values of the corresponding points in the fine grid and its neighbours.

Now we introduce the multigrid algorithm in detail. Each quantity is labelled by a
super-index that identifies the associated grid level, with 0 being the coarsest grid and L the
finest. We denote Sl as the smoothing operator at level l, which corresponds to a few steps
(usually 2 or 3) of Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi. Iml represents the transference of a function from
the level l to the level m by restriction or interpolation. Following these conventions, we
introduce the algorithm of a multigrid iteration in Figure 2. Given an initial approximation
for the solution, we perform a few steps of the smoothing operator, after which the residual
is calculated and transferred to the coarser grid. This iteration is repeated until the coarsest
level is reached. Then we start to move towards finer grids. In each step the approximate
solution of each level is interpolated into the finer grid and added, as a correction term, to
the solution approximation of that level, after which a few steps of smoothing are performed.
Finally, when the finest level is reached, a correction term that has contributions from the
whole grid hierarchy is added to the initial approximation to the solution.

The scheme presented in Figure 2 is known as a v -cycle, for the order in which levels
are visited, some more sophisticated strategies exist, where the coarsest level is visited twice
(a w -cycle) or more times before coming back to the finest level [60]. Usually a v -cycle
reduces the error, measured as the norm of the residual, by around one order of magnitude,
so typically several v -cycles are required to find a converged solution.

When a good initial approximation is not known, an approach known as full multigrid
(FMG) can be used. In FMG the original problem is solved first in the coarsest grid, then
the solution is interpolated to the next grid in the hierarchy, where it is used as initial guess.
The process is repeated until the finest grid is reached. It has been shown that the cost of
solving the Poisson equation by FMG depends linearly with the number of grid points [60].
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Multigrid v-cycle
Input: y, x̄
Output: x̄

yL ← y
xL ← x̄
for l from L to 0 do

if l 6= L then
xl ← 0 {Set initial guess to 0}

end if
xl ← Slxl {Pre-smoothing}
if l 6= 0 then
bl ← yl − L̃lxl {Calculate the residual}
yl−1 ← I l−1l bl {Transfer the residual to the coarser grid}

end if
end for
for l from 0 to L do

if l 6= 0 then
xl ← xl + I ll−1x

l−1 {Transfer the correction to the finer grid}
end if
xl ← Slxl {Post-smoothing}

end for
x̄← xL

Figure 2: Algorithm of a multigrid v -cycle.
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3 Methodology

3.1 Implementation

For our tests on the features of Poisson solvers in the context of quantum mechanics, we chose
the Octopus code [68, 69, 21], since it is representative of the trends for quantum ab initio
simulation for the Poisson problem. Octopus is a program for quantum ab initio simulations
based on DFT and TDDFT for finite and periodic systems under the presence of arbitrary
external static and time-dependent fields, which uses a real-space grid representation instead
of using a basis of functions. This allows for a systematic control of the discretisation error,
of particular importance for excited-state properties [70]. Furthermore, it uses a multi-level
parallelisation scheme where the data is distributed following a tree-based approach. This
scheme uses the message passing interface (MPI) library for coarse grain parallelisation and
OpenMP for fine grain. This design has indeed been shown to be quite efficient in modern
parallel computers [21].

Because the block of calculating the Hartree potential is made in a real space repre-
sentation in most simulation packages, the results of our comparison are not particular to
Octopus and are rather general and package-independent. However, other implementations
could show slight differences in their performance features. To ensure a fair comparison be-
tween the methods, we tried to use implementations as efficient as possible. In particular,
state-of-the-art massively parallel implementations were used in the case of the FFT, ISF,
and FMM methods. The corresponding packages are publicly available, and they can be
integrated into other codes. The conjugate gradients and multigrid solvers are less portable,
since they are ad hoc implementations for our code (they do not appear in isolated libraries).
Although there exist more competitive implementations of conjugate gradients and multi-
grid, our tests of them are expected to provide conclusions that can be extrapolated.

Further details about each implementation are given next.

3.1.1 Parallel fast Fourier transform

In three dimensions a discrete FT of size n1×n2×n3 can be evaluated using 1D FFTs along
each direction, yielding a fast algorithm with arithmetic complexity O(n1n2n3 log2(n1n2n3)).
In addition, the one-dimensional decomposition of the 3D-FFT provides a straightforward
parallelisation strategy based on a domain decomposition strategy. We now present the two-
dimensional data decomposition that was first proposed by H. Q. Ding et al. [71] and later
implemented by M. Eleftheriou et al. [72, 73, 74].

The starting point is to decompose the input data set along the first two dimensions into
equal blocks of size n1

P1
× n2

P2
× n3 and distribute these blocks on a two-dimensional grid of

P1×P2 processes. Therefore, each process can perform n1

P1
× n2

P2
one-dimensional FFTs of size

n3 locally. Afterwards, a communication step is performed that redistributes the data along
directions 1 and 3 in blocks of size n1

P1
× n2 × n3

P2
, such that the 1D-FFT along direction 2

can be performed locally on each process. Then, a second communication step is performed,
that redistributes the data along direction 2 and 3 in blocks of size n1 × n2

P1
× n3

P2
. Now,

the 3D-FFT is completed by performing the 1D-FFTs along direction 1. This algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 3. For n1 ≥ n2 ≥ n3 the two-dimensional data decomposition allows
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the usage of at most n2 × n3 processes.

P1

P0

n2
n0

n1
T

P1
P0

n2
n0

n1

T

P1

P0
n2

n0

n1

Figure 3: Distribution of a three-dimensional dataset of size n1 × n2 × n3 = 8× 4× 4 on a
two-dimensional process grid of size P1 × P2 = 4× 2.

Since it is not trivial to implement an efficient FFT routine in parallel, we rely on an
optimised implementation. Fortunately, there are several publicly available FFT software
libraries based on the two-dimensional data decomposition. Among them are the FFT
package from Sandia National Laboratories [75, 76], the P3DFFT software library [77, 78],
the 2DECOMP&FFT package [79, 80], and the PFFT software library [81, 82]. Other
efficient implementations exist, but unfortunately they are not distributed as stand-alone
packages [83]. Our test runs are implemented with the help of the PFFT software library
[81], which utilises the FFTW [84, 85] software package for the one-dimensional FFTs and the
global communication steps. PFFT has a similar performance to the well-known P3DFFT,
as well as some user-interface advantages [81], so we chose it for our survey.

3.1.2 Interpolating scaling functions

For the ISF solver we used the latest version of the original package provided by its au-
thors [14]. This version is distributed as part of the bigdft code [37], but can be compiled
as a standalone library, and we will therefore refer to it as libISF. This library includes its
own parallel FFT routine [39], which divides the cell into smaller parallelepiped plane-like
domains disjoints in its x (or y or z) coordinate, so we expect this part of the solver to have
different scaling properties than the solver based on the PFFT library.

The accuracy of the ISF solver is defined by the choice of expanding the 1/r kernel into 81
Gaussians. Choosing a larger number of Gaussians would result in more precision, without
any increase in the computations (only the initialisation will be slightly slower), yet the
default value of 81 is appropriate for our purposes.

3.1.3 Fast multipole method

In this case we have used a massively parallel version of the fast multipole method [44], which
we will denote as libFMM. The concrete implementation used in this work is explained in
[50, 44] and it is included in the Scafacos package (“scalable fast Coulomb solver”)[86],
which is a general parallel library for solving the Coulomb problem. Additionally to the
libFMM library, it also provides other state-of-the-art methods with a common interface.
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Effective parallelisation of this method is attained by a domain decomposition. Moreover,
libFMM allows the user to tune the relative error of the calculations. Its expression is the
quotient (Eref −En)/En, where En is the Hartree energy calculated with the FMM method
and Eref is an estimation of what its actual value is. We chose for our calculations a relative
error of 10−4. Note that this error corresponds only to the pairwise term of the Hartree
potential, before the correction for charge distribution is applied (see sections 2.3 and S7).

3.1.4 Conjugate gradients and multigrid

Different versions of the conjugate gradients and multigrid algorithms can have a big effi-
ciency difference for some problems [87]. In this article, we chose the seminal version of
conjugate gradients [54] and the standard version of multigrid using Gauss-Seidel smoothing
(with 1 cycle for presmoothing and 4 cycles for postsmoothing). We choose them because
they are at present widely used. The Hestenes version is among the most popular versions
of conjugate gradients [88, 89, 90] and it is commonly used in programs and libraries seeking
efficiency [91, 88]. The multigrid algorithm with Gauss-Seidel smoothing is also quite pop-
ular at present [92, 93, 87]. The fact that our implementations of multigrid and conjugate
gradients might not be the fastest available is because of their accuracy issues: on the one
hand, both methods fail when the shape of the simulation grid is not compact and the nu-
clei are not far from its border (which precludes most of the practical cases); on the other
hand, even for such boxes, the accuracy of the calculations for both methods is much lower
than that of the most competitive solvers (i.e. ISF, FMM, and PFFT), as will be shown
in Section 4.1. The limited accuracy of multigrid and conjugate gradients for our problem
did not make it advisable to focus on thorough implementations for them. Therefore, the
efficiency properties of multigrid and conjugate gradients presented in Section 4.2 must be
understood as an estimate of the properties of the corresponding solver families, in contrast
to the efficiency properties of the most accurate methods (ISF, FMM, PFFT), whose im-
plementations correspond to libraries thoroughly selected among the most efficient existing
ones.

It is to be stressed that the multigrid and conjugate gradient solvers do not produce
appropriate results when the set of grid points corresponds to an irregular shape (e.g., a grid
shape that is the addition of spheres centred in each nucleus of the test system, which is
the default case in Octopus), and must be used with compact shapes, such as spherical or
parallelepiped. This is because in irregular boxes we impose the value of the density to be
strictly 0 in some points, and representing it with a smooth series as a multipole expansion
can lead to very steep changes in the density, and therefore to errors.

With respect to the parallelisation of our CG implementation, it is based on the domain
decomposition approach, where the grid is divided into subregions that are assigned to each
process. Since the application of the finite-difference Laplacian only requires near-neighbour
values, only the boundary values need to be shared between processors (see refs. [68, 21] for
details). Since our implementation can work with arbitrary (irregular) shape grids, dividing
the grids into subdomains of similar volume while minimising the area of the boundaries is
not a trivial problem, so the Metis library [94] is used for this task.

Just as in the case of conjugate gradients, the parallelisation of multigrid is based on
the domain decomposition approach. However in the case of multigrid some additional
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complications appear. First of all, as coarser grids are used the domain decomposition
approach becomes less efficient as the number of points per domain is reduced. Secondly, the
Gauss-Seidel procedure used for smoothing should be applied to each point sequentially [60]
so it is not suitable for domain decomposition. In our implementation we take the simple
approach of applying Gauss-Seidel in parallel over each domain. For a large number of
domains, this scheme would in fact converge to the less-efficient Jacobi approach.

Concerning the chosen input parameters for our test calculations, we fix the multipole
expansion (the order of the multipole expansion of the charges whose potential is analytically
calculated [28]) to 7 for multigrid and conjugate gradients. In addition, for multigrid we have
used all available multigrid levels (number of stages in the grid hierarchy of the multigrid
solver). Further information about the concrete parameters can be found in the Section S4
of the supporting info.

3.2 Computational platforms

For carrying our tests out, we have used computational resources in Europe: Curie in France
—at Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA)— and two IBM Blue Gene/P machines in
Germany —Jugene at the Jülich Supercomputing Center, and Genius at the Rechenzentrum
Garching of the Max Planck Society—. In addition, we have run some tests in a small cluster
(Corvo) that represents parallel machines maintained locally by research institutions. All
four machines are considered to be representative of the current trends of scientific High
Performance Computing [95, 96, 97].

The IBM Blue Gene/P system is based on using a large number of low power proces-
sors. Each chip consists of 4 cores and it is associated to only 2 GiB of RAM. There are
294,912 cores in Jugene, 16,384 cores in Genius. The Blue Gene/P has a very sophisticated
interconnection, each computing node of Blue Gene/P has 4 communication networks: (a)
a 3D torus network for point-to-point communications, 2 connections per dimension; (b) a
network for collective communications; (c) a network for barriers; and (d) a network for con-
trol. On the other hand, the Curie supercomputer is based on Intel Xeon processors. Each
compute node has 32 cores (4 chips of 8 cores each) and 128 GiB of RAM. The compute
nodes are connected with an Infiniband network. In total 11,520 cores and almost 46 TB
of RAM are available. Finally, the configuration of the cluster Corvo is similar to the Curie
supercomputer, although in a much lower scale. Each node of Corvo has two Intel Xeon with
6 cores each and 48 GiB of RAM. There are 960 cores in total, connected with Infiniband.

4 Results

In this Section we present the results of our tests to measure the execution time and accuracy
of the methods discussed in Section 2. Although in principle the accuracy should not depend
significantly on the particular implementation of the method used, the same is obviously not
true for the execution time. Therefore, in order to avoid any ambiguity, whenever the term
Poisson solver is used in the following, it always refers to a particular implementation of a
given method. The results of some more tests and scalability comparisons are presented in
the supporting information accompanying this paper.
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Our tests consist of the calculation of the Hartree potential v for a given charge density
ρ, but the efficiency conclusions would be also valid for cases where a classical generalised
potential ((v,A), analogous to the Hartree potential) is calculated as a function of the
charge density and the magnetisation ((ρ,m), or equivalently (ρ↑, ρ↓)). This is because such
a “classical magnetic term” would be also pairwise.

4.1 Accuracy

All the quantities involved in ab initio calculations have to be calculated with as lowest
possible errors to ensure the desired accuracy of the final result, and the Hartree potential
is not an exception. In order to gauge the accuracy of the analysed solvers, we calculate the
Hartree potential created by Gaussian charge distributions. Such potentials can be analyt-
ically calculated, and hence the error made by any method can be measured by comparing
the two results: numerical and analytical. The chosen input charge distributions correspond
to Gaussian functions ρa(r) = exp(−|r|2/α2)/α3π3/2, with α chosen to be 16 times the spac-
ing, i.e. 3.2 Å (this guarantees that the smoothness of the Gaussian test function is similar
to the smoothness of densities of general physical problems). Such charge distributions are
represented in cubic grids with variable size (2Le) and constant spacing between consecutive
points (spacing = 0.2 Å) in all three directions. The use of other values for the spacing does
not alter the accuracy in a wide value range, and increases the numerical complexity propor-
tionally with the corresponding increase of the grid points (see Figure S4 of the supporting
information). We use two different quantities to measure the accuracy of a given method,
the error in the potential, Ξv, and the error in the electrostatic energy, ΞE. We define them
as

Ξv :=

∑
ijk |va(rijk)− vn(rijk)|∑

ijk |va(rijk)| , (32a)

Ea =
1

2

∫
dr ρa(r)va(r) = − 2

α3π1/2

∫ ∞

0

dr r exp(−r2/α2) erf(r/α) , (32b)

En =
1

2

∑

ijk

ρ(rijk)vn(rijk) , (32c)

ΞE :=
Ea − En

Ea

, (32d)

where rijk are all the points of the analysed grid, r = |r|, and erf stands for the error
function. va is the analytically-calculated Hartree potential, vn is the potential calculated
numerically, and Ea and En, respectively, are their associated electrostatic energies. These
quantities provide an estimate of the deviations of the calculated potential and energy from
their exact values. Ξv gives a comprehensive estimate of the error in the calculations of the
Hartree potential, for it takes into account the calculated potential in all points with equal
weight, while ΞE provides an estimate of the error in the potential in high-density regions.

In Table 1 we display the errors in the potential and the energy for the tested methods.
The FFT and ISF methods provide in general best accuracies. Our implementation of the
multigrid solver does not work for big grid sizes due to memory limitations. The errors in
energy ΞE are less sensitive to local deviations than the errors in potential Ξv, since the
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former are weighted with the density. ΞE varies just lightly with the different sizes for the
most reliable methods (ISF, FFT, and FMM, though FMM is less accurate than the other
two). The values of Ξv are also essentially constant for ISF and FMM. However, for the
FFT method an increase of the accuracy with the system size is clear. This is because the
solution of the FFT corresponds to the superposition of infinite periodic images; for smaller
sizes, the neighbour images are closer from the centre of the grid where we measure the
potential, and therefore the images contribute more significantly to distort the potential
(the closer the centres of two Gaussian functions, the bigger their superposition). The errors
in both potential and energy of the multigrid method oscillate a bit, as a consequence of
the different number of used multigrid levels. The errors for the conjugate gradients method
increase with the size of the system because the bigger the number of points, the harder it
is for the multipolar expansion (see Section 2.4) to adapt to all the grid points. As stated
in Section 3.1, the multigrid and conjugate gradients methods do not provide acceptable
accuracies whenever the simulation grid is not compact. The accuracy of the FMM method
is mainly limited by the approximation of the charge densities as sets of discrete charges (the
results obtained with the FMM are almost identical to those of direct pairwise summation).

Potential error, Ξv:
Le (Å) FFT ISF FMM CG Multigrid

7.0 3·10−4 6·10−9 9·10−5 3·10−5 1·10−6

10.0 2·10−8 1·10−9 2·10−4 3·10−5 3·10−7

15.8 1·10−8 1·10−9 2·10−4 5·10−5 4·10−6

22.0 2·10−10 2·10−9 4·10−4 5·10−4 8·10−7

25.8 < 9 · 10−13 3·10−9 4·10−4 6·10−3 —
31.6 < 9 · 10−13 3·10−9 4·10−4 1·10−2 —

Energy error, ΞE (eV):
Le (Å) FFT ISF FMM CG Multigrid

7.0 2·10−8 2·10−8 5·10−6 2·10−5 1·10−6

10.0 1·10−8 2·10−8 6·10−6 5·10−6 4·10−7

15.8 1·10−8 2·10−8 6·10−6 5·10−5 2·10−6

22.0 1·10−8 2·10−8 5·10−6 5·10−4 6·10−7

25.8 1·10−8 2·10−8 7·10−6 3·10−3 —
31.6 1·10−8 2·10−8 6·10−6 6·10−3 —

Table 1: Potential, Ξv, and energy, Ξv, errors of different methods in the calculation of the
Hartree potential created by a Gaussian charge distribution represented on cubic grids of
variable edge 2Le Å and spacing 0.2 Å.

In order to assess how the accuracy of the Poisson solver affects an actual DFT calculation,
we calculated the ground state of a system of chlorophyll containing 180 atoms [98] (Figure
S5 of the supporting information). To this end, we used pseudopotentials (Troullier and
Martins type), so 460 electrons are treated in the calculation. The grid shape was a set of
spheres of radius 4.0 Å centred at the nuclei, and the grid spacing was 0.23 Å. The exchange
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correlation (xc) functional used was the VWN-LDA functional [99]. In Table 2 we display
the value of the Hartree energy, the highest eigenvalue, and the HOMO-LUMO gap1. The
FFT method is expected to provide the most accurate results (by considering the results of
Table 1). The maximum difference in the Hartree energy divided by the number of electrons
is less than 0.015 eV. The maximum difference in the HOMO-LUMO gap is less than 0.0092
eV. In this test case, the differences among all five methods can be considered negligible
(much lower than the errors introduced by the XC functional, the pseudopotentials and the
discretisation). However, note that the deviation of the Hartree energy for the multigrid
and conjugate gradients methods with respect to the most accurate method (FFT) is rather
larger than that of the ISF method, and so are the HOMO and the HOMO-LUMO gap.

Hartree energy (eV) HOMO (eV) HOMO-LUMO gap (eV)
FFT 240,820.70 -4.8922 1.4471
ISF 240,821.48 -4.8935 1.4489
FMM 240,817.29 -4.8906 1.4429
CG 240,815.01 -4.9009 1.4521
Multigrid 240,814.69 -4.8979 1.4506

Table 2: Influence of the different methods on the Hartree energy, HOMO energy level
and HOMO-LUMO gap corresponding to the ground state (calculated through DFT with
pseudopotentials) of a chlorophyll stretch with 180 atoms.

4.2 Efficiency

In order to gauge the performance of the Poisson solvers, we have measured the solution
time for each solver as a function of the number of processes. This measured time only
includes the operations directly related to the solution of the Poisson equation and excludes
the initialisation time of the Poisson solver. We ran one MPI process per node on Blue
Gene/P’s due to limited amount of memory per node2 and one single MPI process per core
on Curie and Corvo. In the latter two, further tests of the efficiency of OpenMP were also
done3. Runs up to 4096 MPI processes were made in Genius, Jugene (both BlueGene/P),
and Curie (x86-64 architecture) machines. Runs up to 512 were made in Corvo (also x86-64).

In our efficiency tests we calculated the potential created by Gaussian charge distributions
as those explained in Section 4.1. These charge distributions are represented in parallelepiped
grids with edge length 2Le, for Le equal to 7.0, 10.0, 15.8, 22.0, 25.8 and 31.6 Å respectively.
The grid points were equispaced with a spacing of 0.2 Å (additional tests with variable
spacing are presented in Section S4 of the supporting information). The smallest simulated

1The HOMO-LUMO gap is often used to test the accuracy of a calculation method [100] because it
provides an estimate for the first electronic excitation energy [101]. The HOMO itself provides an estimate
for the ionization energy [102].

2Definitions of basic concepts on high performance computing (e.g. “node” and “core”) can be found in
[17].

3Multithreading is implemented in PFFT and libISF, our conjugate gradients solver shows only a small
improvement, and the libFMM and multigrid solvers do not take advantage of this feature.
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system, with Le = 7.0 Å, contained 357,911 grid points, while the largest one with Le =
31.6 Å contained 31,855,013 grid points. Due to memory constraints, the serial FFT was
limited to Le = 15.8 Å (4,019,679 grid points), multigrid to Le = 22.0 Å (10,793,861 grid
points) and the parallel runs for all solvers in the Blue Gene/P were limited up to Le =
25.8 Å (17,373,979 points). As explained in Section 2.1, the FFT method requires an enlarged
cell when applied to finite systems. The size of this grid ranges from 1433 to 6373 points (up
to 5253 on a Blue Gene/P’s).

As stated in Section 3.1, the efficiency properties of our implementation of the multigrid
and conjugate gradients solvers presented in this section must be understood as an estimate
of the properties of the corresponding methods, in contrast to the efficiency properties of
the most accurate methods (ISF, FMM, and FFT), which correspond to highly optimized
(state-of-the-art) algorithms and implementations (libISF, libFMM, and PFFT).

Figure 4 presents the execution times obtained in tests on a Blue Gene/P machine, each
graph representing a different problem size. Figure 5 presents the execution times in x86-64
machines and Figure 6 the comparison among both architectures. Weak-scaling tests are
summarised in Figure 7 and OpenMP ones in Figure 8. These graphs can help to establish
conclusions on the relative efficiency of the studied Poisson solvers. For deeper insight, tests
comparing cubic and non-cubic grids with the same number of points are shown in Figure
9. In addition, speed-up comparisons, computational complexities fits, spacing analysis and
multipolar corrections execution times are displayed in the supporting information.

As can be observed in Figure 4, the tests show a similar trend with regard to the system
size and the number of MPI processes: execution times decrease with the number of processes
until saturation, and larger systems allow the efficient use of a higher number of parallel
processes, i.e., the solvers “saturates” at a higher number of processes. This is especially
true for the PFFT and libFMM solvers. Thus, this behaviour leaves the way open to simulate
physical systems of more realistic size if tens of thousands of cores are available.

For a given system size (N points), libISF is the fastest solver if the number of processes
used in the solution is low-medium. One of the reasons for this behaviour is that, in contrast
to the FFT method, libISF does not require the box size to be increased for accuracy reasons.
This advantage should nevertheless disappear when dealing with periodic systems. The
execution time of libISF decreases with the number of MPI processes until a saturation
point (Pm processes) is reached. Pm, the congestion point, is proportional to Ncx (or Ncy or
Ncz) being Ncx×Ncy×Ncz the number of points of the minimal parallelepiped grid containing
the original grid (such an auxiliary grid is necessary for the discrete Fourier transform which
is carried out by libISF). This is because libISF divides such a parallelepiped into smaller
parallelepiped plane-like domains disjoints in its x (or y or z) coordinate. Since the minimal
width of one of these domains is 1 (one point in direction x), the maximum number of
MPI processes to use in a parallel run is roughly Ncx (actually the minimal execution times
commonly happens for a number of MPI processes which is slightly bigger –e.g. 10 % –
than Ncx; this is because the Goedecker’s FFT used by ISF works only for particular values
of grid sizes, so the grid must often be slightly enlarged to match a doable size). Using
more MPI processes leads to increased execution times, because all the processes take part
in the internal MPI Alltoallv communications, even if they have not done any useful work.
This behaviour can be delayed using OpenMP threads inside MPI processes. As we will see
later in Figure 8, the best efficiency is achieved with a combination of MPI processes (that
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Figure 4: Execution times for the calculation of the Hartree potential created by a Gaussian
charge distribution on a Blue Gene/P machine as a function of the number of MPI processes
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are limited by the grid size) and OpenMP threads, thus using a higher number of cores in
parallel.

The conjugate gradient and libFMM solvers seem to be very efficient approaches in terms
of scalability. Particularly attractive is the good performance obtained with the PFFT
solver. If the number of processes is high enough, the execution times are always lower
than the corresponding to other solvers. A better approach to the data distribution and
highly effective communications are the reasons behind. Furthermore, the prefactor of the
FFT method is small by construction, and this largely compensates the fact that FFT does
scale with N log2N (so, higher than N). Nevertheless, when the number of processes is low
enough, PFFT is not as fast as libISF, since the FFT method requires the box size to be
increased, as explained above.

The execution times obtained using the multigrid solver depend on the chosen number
of multigrid levels, being faster when the number of levels is high. The number of levels in
the Multigrid solver is equal to blog8Nc − 3, where N is the total amount of grid points.
However, for a fixed problem size, the number of levels in practice must be reduced as
the number of processes increases, due to the need to assure a minimum workload to each
processor. Results (see Figures 4 and 5) show that the multigrid solver offers the poorest
performance even when using a high number of levels. Every processor needs a minimum
number of points to work with; this implies a maximum number of usable multigrid levels for
a given number of processors (and this number may be lower than blog8Nc− 3). When this
optimal number of multigrid levels is not reachable (e.g., for a high number of processors),
then the convergence of the multigrid solver is slower, and the execution time increases (see
Figure 4). This saturation point appears with a relatively low number of parallel processes.

The multigrid and conjugate gradients methods require the calculation of a correction
due to the multipolar expansion used. The calculation of this correction implies a similar
time for both our solvers, and represents between 0.2% and 8% of the conjugate gradients
solver total execution time, and between 1.7% and 3.2% in the case of the multigrid solver.
In essence, it does not add a significant extra time. Further details can be found in Section
S6 of the supporting information.

Our tests have shown that the implementations of the novel Poisson solvers, PFFT and
libFMM, do offer good scalability and accuracy, and could be used efficiently when hundreds
or thousands of parallel processes are needed for the analysis of representative systems. libISF
should be the chosen solver when low-medium numbers of processes are used, and PFFT
should be chosen instead for high numbers of processes (the concrete number of processes
that makes PFFT more competitive depends on the system size). Almost linear performances
can be observed until saturation for all solvers. Before saturation, the obtained efficiency
factors are always above 50%. As expected, large systems, which have higher computation
needs, can make better use of a high number of processes.

A similar overall behaviour of the different solvers, with minor differences, is also shown
in the other two machines, Curie and Corvo. Nevertheless, one appreciable difference is
that the networks are not as efficient as in Blue Gene/P, and when a solver saturates, the
execution time increases substantially. Figure 5 presents the obtained results for a particular
case: Le = 15.8 Å (4,019,679 grid points). As it can be observed, the best results are obtained
again with the PFFT solver for a high number of parallel processes and with libISF for a
lower-medium number of processes (the libISF solver needs to combine OpenMP and MPI
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approaches, otherwise the time increases heavily when using a high number of processes).
Relative performance between the solvers varies slightly from the above analysed cases, but
the conclusions are very similar.

For the serial case, executions are between 1.4 and 5 times faster in Curie than in Corvo
for the different solvers and system sizes, but this difference tends to disappear in the parallel
versions, where communication times must be added to computing time. These differences
can be attributed to the different cache sizes and abilities for vector processing of the pro-
cessors of Curie (X7560-Nehalem) and Corvo (E5645-Westmere).

In order to compare more clearly the results obtained with different computers, Figure 6
shows the execution times of a concrete solver (PFFT) for the case of Le = 15.8 Å (4,019,679
grid points) in Genius (Blue Gene/P architecture), Curie (x86-64) and Corvo (x86-64). Ex-
ecution times are higher in the Blue Gene/P computer when the number of processes is
relatively small, but it allows an efficient use of a high number of processes before satura-
tion. The processors of the Blue Gene/P machine are slower than those of Curie and Corvo,
but communication infrastructures are more effective. This leads us to conclude that the ex-
ecution time of the Poisson solver parallel code depends not only on the individual processor
performance, but also on interprocessor communication network of the parallel computer,
specially when using a high number of processors.

Apart from the execution time of a concrete parallel run, a very useful quantity to measure
in order to estimate its performance is the weak-scaling. Weak-scaling measures the ability of
a program to scale with the number of parallel processes at a fixed computing load, comparing
the execution time of a problem of size N using P processes with the execution time of the
analogous problem of size kN using kP processes. In this way, each process will use the
same amount of computational resources, regardless of the number of used processors. If
the program is mainly constricted by computational needs, then the execution times should
be very similar in both cases. On the other hand, if communication needs dominate the
parallel execution, then the execution times will grow with P , usually faster than linearly.
In order to maintain the same number of grid points per processor in all cases, we executed
different system sizes and, for these tests, adapted them to Le equal to 7.8 Å (493,039 grid
points), 10.0 Å (1,030,301 points), 15.8 Å (4,019,679 points), 20.0 Å (8,120,601 points),
25.0 Å (15,813,251 points) and 31.6 Å (31,855,013 points, only in Corvo) for the Poisson
solver on Blue Gene/P and Corvo. We did parallel runs using 4, 8, 32, 64 and 128 MPI
processes (also 216 and 256 processes in Corvo). So, the number of grid points processed in
each parallel MPI process is roughly 125,000 for all the cases. Figure 7 shows the obtained
results, with data taken from the profiling output. In it, the normalised weak-scaling for P
processes is measured as the quotient: [time to calculate the Hartree potential of a system
of about 125,000×P points using P processors] divided by [time to calculate the Hartree
potential of a system of 493,039 points with 4 processors].

The weak-scaling factor of the conjugate gradient and multigrid solvers shows an impor-
tant increase with the number of processes, and this can be used to predict that parallel
execution will saturate at a moderate number of processes (as observed in Figure 4). In
contrast, libFMM shows the best results in the analysed range: weak-scaling increases very
moderately, so we can conclude that communication times are acceptable and that the solver
will offer good speed-up results when using thousands of processes. PFFT also gives very
good results in the Blue Gene/P system; they are similar to those of libFMM, so similar
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conclusions can be stated. Nonetheless, the results obtained in Corvo up to 256 processes
seem to indicate a trend to increase, which implies that communications will play a more
important role if a high number of processes is to be used. Similar behaviour is shown with
the libISF solver, but with a sharper increase with large number of processes. Thus, Figure
7 highlights the efficiency of the communication network and protocols of the parallel com-
puter: the weak-scaling factor is markedly better and bounded in Blue Gene/P, a system
with a very high performance communication network. From these tests, we can conclude
that the communication needs of the Poisson solvers fit better in the network of a Blue
Gene/P machine than in that of a machine with x86-64 processors and Infiniband network
(e.g. Corvo). This stresses the importance of efficient communication architectures when
dealing with the calculation of pairwise potentials.

Multithreading tests with OpenMP were also done in order to gauge the maximum per-
formance for all cores. The analysed libFMM, conjugate gradients and multigrid solvers do
not reduce significantly the execution times when increasing the number of OpenMP threads
for a given number of MPI processes, while the PFFT and libISF solvers do show such a
reduction (see Section S3 of the supporting information). Figure 8 shows the execution
times in Corvo (x86-64) for the system of Le = 15.8 Å and spacing 0.2 Å as a function of
the number of cores and the number of OpenMP threads for the libISF (A) and the PFFT
(B) solvers. For each number of cores, we have measured the execution times varying the
number of OpenMP threads per MPI process (maintaining always the number of parallel
tasks equal to the total number of cores). For the case of the PFFT solver, the best re-
sults are always obtained when all the available cores are used for MPI processes (without
OpenMP threads). Conversely, for the libISF solver the combination between OpenMP and
MPI should be chosen with more care; for a low number of cores (less than the number of
grid planes), it seems to be better to use a MPI process per core (with very small differences
compared with other combinations). Instead, if a higher number of cores is available, then
OpenMP threads must be used to overcome the performance limits imposed by the number
of grid planes, so keeping the number of MPI process below the number of planes. In any
case, the maximum number of OpenMP threads that can be used is limited by the actual
machine, in this case between 4 (Blue Gene/P machines) and 32 (Curie x86-64).

A final test was done using a non-cubic box: the Poisson solver timings of a parallelepiped
grid of size 15.8 Å × 15.8 Å × 32.0 Å (solid lines in Figure 9) were compared with those of a
cubic grid with Le = 20.0 Å(dashed lines in Figure 9). Both grids had a spacing of 0.2 Å and
the number of grid points were as similar as possible (8,115,201 and 8,120,601 grid points).
As it can be viewed in Figure 9, the execution times of the libISF solver are quite similar
for both grids. The conjugate gradients and multigrid solvers show only small differences
between both cases, although the execution times are slightly lower in the non-cubic grid.
Conversely, libFMM times are around 50% higher in the non-cubic grid. Above all, the
PFFT solver shows the biggest penalty here, with execution times being 75% higher in the
non-cubic grid. The reason behind this is that, for finite systems, the FFT method that we
use requires the use of an enlarged grid of cubic shape (see Sec. 2.1). The penalty should
disappear when solving the Poisson equation for periodic systems, as the enlargement of the
grid is not required in those cases. This penalty is expected to make the crossover between
libISF and PFFT to occur at higher values of the number of cores for systems contained
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in non-cubic grids4 (if compared with cubig grid with the same number of points). For a
given number of grid points N = N1 × N2 × N3 (assuming N1 ≥ N2, N3), the bigger N1 in
comparison with N2, N3, the bigger the expected number of cores for the crossover.

For very time-consuming simulations, some tests should be performed in order to choose
the optimal Poisson solver. In addition, for every given simulation code, it would be advisable
to implement one subroutine which automatically chooses the solver which is expected to be
optimal for the tackled problem.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we analysed the relative performance of several implementations of celebrated
methods (fast Fourier transform, interpolating scaling functions, fast multipole method, con-
jugate gradients and multigrid) for the calculation of the classical Hartree potential created

4Please note that despite the fact that grids for DFT and TDDFT calculations are usually irregular, both
libISF and PFFT require the application of discrete Fourier transforms, and therefore a cubic grid containing
the original grid is used for the calculation of the Hartree potential when using libISF or PFFT.
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by charge distributions represented in real space. The first part of the paper presents the
fundamentals of these calculation methods and their corresponding parallel implementations.
In the second part, we summarise the computational aspects of the tests we carried out to
measure the implementations’ relative performances. These tests were run on three kinds
of supercomputers, which were chosen as representative of present-day high performance
facilities. In our tests, we focused on measuring accuracies, execution times, speed-ups,
and weak-scaling parameters. Test runs involved up to 4,096 parallel processes, and solved
system sizes from about 350,000 grid points to about 32,000,000 grid points.

Our results show that the PFFT solver is the most efficient option for a high number of
cores, so PFFT should be the default option to calculate the Hartree potential when using a
number of cores which is beyond a given (problem dependent) threshold. For lower number
of cores, the libISF solver should be preferred. We traced back this different behaviour to
the parallelisation strategy of the FFT used in both cases. Indeed, the two-dimensional data
decomposition of PFFT goes beyond the one-dimensional data decomposition used in the
libISF package. One can point that, for the sake of enhanced efficiency of the Poisson solver,
the future implementation of an ISF method which makes use of the PFFT library would be
of great interest. The specific number of cores which make PFFT faster than ISF depends
on the given problem: the grid shape, the number of grid points, and also the computing
facility. In addition, it will also depend on the MPI/OpenMP balance chosen for the ISF
solver. For a given number of grid points, the bigger the deviation of the grid shape from a
cube, the bigger the number of cores for the ISF-PFFT efficiency crossover.

In some special cases, the charges might not lie in equispaced points (e.g. when curvilinear
coordinates are used), and so the PFFT and libISF methods cannot be used, as they require
the calculation of FFTs. In these cases, the FMM should be chosen instead, since it works,
it is linearly-scaling and it is accurate regardless of the charge density’s spatial location.
The libFMM solver also shows good performance and scaling, yet its accuracy is lower and
its execution times are less competitive than those of the PFFT and libISF solvers on the
analysed machines. In contrast to libISF, libFMM scales almost linearly up to high values of
the number of processes, but since its numerical complexity has a larger prefactor, it would
only be competitive with libISF when the number of parallel processes increases significantly.
The performance of the conjugate gradients solver has a trend similar to that of libFMM, as
does the multigrid solver for low values of the number of processes. Weak-scaling tests show
that communication costs are the smallest for the libFMM solver, while they are acceptable
for all the others.

ISF and FFT methods are more accurate than FMM, conjugate gradients, and multigrid
methods. Hence, they should be chosen if accurate calculations of electrostatics are required.
However, according to our tests, the accuracy of all the analysed methods is expected to
be appropriate for density functional theory and time-dependent density functional theory
calculations (where the calculation of the Hartree potential is an essential step) because these
have other sources of error that will typically have a much stronger impact (see Section 4.1).
Nevertheless, neither the multigrid nor the conjugate gradients methods can reach acceptable
accuracy if the data set is not represented on a compact (spherical or parallelepiped) grid.
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Abstract

In this document we include some information to complement our paper. First,
we add some remarks on the efficiency of the algorithms, showing their speed-ups in
Section S1, and the usage of multithreading in Section S2. Then, we provide some
statements on the communication patterns of PFFT [1], ISF [2], and FMM [3] used
by our implementations in Section S3. Afterwards, we give more details on the tests
we have done (Section S4). We also present the structure of the molecule we used for
some accuracy tests (Section S5). We also compare the time of the multipolar expansion
correction of the multigrid and conjugate gradients methods with the corresponding
total execution time in Section S6. Finally, in Section S7, we discuss the correction
term we devised to adapt the FMM method (originally devised to deal with point
charges) to charge distributions.
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S1 Speed-ups

Our tests showed that the novel implementations of PFFT [1] and FMM [3] offer good
scalability and accuracy, and are competitive if thousands of parallel processes are available.
Figure S1 shows the speed-ups obtained using PFFT for the different system sizes in a
BlueGene/P supercomputer. Almost linear performances can be observed until saturation
for all the cases, and the obtained efficiencies have been always above 50% for just nearly all
these points. As expected, large systems, which have higher computation needs, can make
a better use of a high number of processes. Tests run in Corvo and Curie machines show
similar trends (although with efficiency problems of PFFT for some values of MPI proc.).

We have also analysed the execution complexity by measuring the execution time on Blue
Gene/P as a function of the volume of the system for PFFT and FMM in three cases: 16,
32 and 64 parallel processes. The grid points ratio among the smallest (Le = 7.0 Å) and
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Figure S1: Speed-up of the PFFT Poisson solver in a Blue Gene/P computer for different
system sizes (given by Le, semi-legth of the parallelepiped edge). Largest systems saturate
with more processes than the smallers ones. A) linear speed-up is shown up to 256 processes,
independently of the simulated system. B) saturation point is higher when the simulated
system is larger.
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the largest (Le = 25.8 Å) studied systems is about 49. Our results agree with the O(N)
theoretical complexity of the FMM method and the O(N logN) theoretical complexity of
the PFFT method (see Figure S2). Note that computation time is appreciably higher when
using the FMM solver due to its higher prefactor (i.e. the quantity that multiplies N or
N logN in the expression of the numerical complexity). The quotient between prefactors
is machine dependent; its value is about 5.5 for Corvo, about 9 for Curie and about 12 for
Blue Gene/P. One may think that for very big values of N at a constant number of processes
P , the growth of the term logN would eventually make FMM faster than PFFT. This is
strictly true, but the extremely huge N of this eventual crossover precludes it in practice.

S2 Multithreading

Runs using a unique MPI process with many different number of OpenMP threads were done
for all the analysed solvers. The tests summarised in Figure S3 correspond to runs of the
cubic system of edge Le = 15.8 Å and spacing 0.2 Å, using a Gaussian charge distribution,
with all the solvers in a unique node of the Corvo computer (x86-64 architecture), and with
a unique MPI process in all the cases. One can see no improvement for multigrid and FMM
solvers using OpenMP, while for the conjugate gradients a very slight improvement appears
with 2 OpenMP threads. In contrast, ISF and PFFT are faster whilst more threads are used.
We can say that both show a very similar trend, although the increase of the performance
of the ISF library is slightly higher than that of PFFT.

S3 Communication patterns

During the Poisson solver Octopus migh need to use an external library. On those external
codes (for example ISF [2] and PFFT [1]) the data distribution migh differ from that on
Octopus. Fast Fourier transforms require parallelepipedic grids, but this is not necessarily
the case of Octopus. In these cases, the original non-parallelepiped grid has to be con-
verted to a parallelepiped grid by filling the new points with zeroes. At the initialization
stage a mapping between the Octopus grid decomposition and the FFT grid decompo-
sition is established and saved. This mapping is used when running the actual solver to
efficiently communicate only the strictly necessary grid data between processes, achieving
almost perfectly linear parallel scaling.

The PFFT library requires two communication steps in addition to the box transforma-
tion. Required communication needs are two MPI Alltoall calls for every calculated FFT.
In total, six MPI Alltoall calls are needed in every Poisson solver. However, ISF library
is more efficient in this sence and it only needs two MPI Alltoall to calculate the entire
Poisson solver; so, in total only four MPI Alltoall are needed.

Regarding to the FMM library, three MPI global communication functions have to be
executed: MPI Allgather, MPI Allreduce and MPI Alltoall. Additionally, synchronisation
between different FMM levels has to be done using MPI Barrier [4].
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Figure S2: Computational complexities of the PFFT (left) and FMM (right) Poisson solver
in the Blue Gene/P supercomputer for a given system. PFFT’s fits O(N logN), while
FMM’s its O(N). PFFT: fit(16) = 5.6041 · 10−8 + 0.1182, fit(32) = 2.9407 · 10−8 + 0.1149,
and fit(64) = 1.6656 · 10−8 + 0.0228. FMM: fit(16) = 4.8760 · 10−6 + 0.27730, fit(32) =
2.4991 · 10−6 + 0.26903, and fit(64) = 1.2960 · 10−6 + 0.28681
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Figure S3: Execution time and speedup for the calculation of the Hartree potential created
for a Gaussian charge distribution represented in a cubic grid of edge Le = 15.8 Å and
spacing 0.2 Å in a x86-64 architecture (Corvo computer), with one MPI process and from 1
to 12 OpenMP threads.

S4 Tuning the system parameters

In this Section we give additional information on several input parameters that we used in
our tests of the Poisson solvers, so that they can be reproduced. These parameters are the
spatial form of the grid in whose points the Hartree potential was calculated (BoxShape), the
accuracy tolerance of the energy calculated with FMM (DeltaEFMM), the number of stages in
the grid hierarchy of the multigrid solver (MultigridLevels) and the order of the multipole
expansion of the charges whose potential is analytically calculated when using the multigrid
or the conjugate gradient solvers (PoissonSolverMaxMultipole).

octopus is able to handle different grid shapes, like spherical, parallelepiped or mini-
mum shapes (the minimum mesh shape is the union of spheres centred in each nucleus of
the test system). Apart from the mesh shape and size, the grid is defined by its spacing
parameter, i.e., the distance between consecutive grid points. The minimum mesh shape op-
tion in octopus produces fair results with FMM. Serial FFT, PFFT, and ISF (which uses
FFT) solvers create a parallelepiped mesh —which contains the original minimum one— to
calculate the Hartree potential. If multigrid or conjugate gradients are used with a minimum
mesh, it is frequent to find a serious loss of accuracy, because minimal boxes are usually ir-
regular, and the multipole expansion (whose terms are based on spherical harmonics, which
are rather smooth) cannot adapt well to arbitrary charge values in irregular meshes. These
effects of box shape made us choose cubic meshes for our tests. In any case, one should take
into account that if non-parallelepiped meshes are used, then the solvers based on reciprocal
space (serial FFT, PFFT and ISF) spend additional time dealing with the additional points
with null density, while FMM does not have this problem. Examples of this can be viewed in
Table S1, where it can be observed that the execution time is essentially the same regardless
of the box shape for PFFT, while spherical and minimal box shapes are much more efficient
than parallelepiped shape for FMM (with a ratio of about 1.67).

Spherical meshes are still valid for multigrid and conjugate gradient methods. We have
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compared the relative accuracy of cubic and spherical meshes for FMM, multigrid, and CG
methods containing the same number of points. When FMM is used, both errors decrease
while the mesh size is increased, being relatively equal for both representations, until an
accuracy plateau is reached for big meshes. The same behaviour is shown for the multigrid
solver and by the CG solver up to a given volume for a given system.

PFFT FMM
R||Le(Å) Minimal Sphere Parallelepiped Minimal Sphere Parallelepiped

15.8 1.001 1.032 1.030 3.371 3.5413 5.945
22.0 2.535 2.664 2.667 10.500 10.447 16.922
25.8 4.321 4.265 4.393 16.321 16.212 27.861
31.6 8.239 8.034 8.271 27.821 28.707 48.206

Table S1: Comparison of total times (s) required for the calculation of the Hartree potential
as a function of the box shape and radius (R) or semi-edge length (Le) for PFFT and FMM
solvers.

Apart from their shape (whose effects are commented above) and their size (whose effects
are commented in the main paper), the grids are determined by the spacing between points.
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of the main paper, we showed the accuracy and the execution time of
the Poisson solvers as a function of the size (semi-edge) of cubic boxes, all using a spacing of
0.2 Å. This value was chosen because it is close to the values of the spacing typically used in
the simulations of physical systems (where, unfortunately, the analytical calculation of the
Hartree potential is not possible). The choice of other values of the spacing does not have a
strong impact on the results of our tests, as can be viewed in Figure S4. The tests for this
Figure used the same Gaussian charge distribution that was defined in the Section 4.1 of the
main paper, with a cubic box of semi-edge Le = 15.8 Å and variable spacing. The error ΞE
as a function of the spacing (see Figure S4A and Figure S4B) is almost invariant within a
wide radius around the used value of 0.2. The total number of grid points increases with the
cube of spacing−1, and so does (essentially, regardless communication issues) the increasing
of the computing time (see Figure S4C). Too big values for the spacing lead to too coarse
density samplings, and therefore to wrong Hartree potentials.

The implementations of multigrid and conjugate gradient solvers we used in our tests are
based on a multipole expansion. Each value of the input charge density represented on a grid
(ρijk) is expressed with an analytical term via this multipole expansion, plus a numerical
term. The Hartree potential created by the analytic part is calculated analytically, while
the Hartree potential created by the numerical term is calculated numerically with either
multigrid or conjugate gradient method. So, since the use of the analytic term makes the nu-
merical term smaller, numerical errors are expected to be reduced. Therefore, the smaller the
difference between the charge density and its multipole expansion, the smaller the potential
numerically calculated, and the higher the accuracy of the total Hartree potential calculation.
An order for the multipole expansion (the input parameter PoissonSolverMaxMultipole,
PSMM) must be chosen. It is to be stressed that arbitrarily higher values of PSMM do
not lead to more accurate results; rather, there exists a PSMM that minimises the error for
each problem. We ran some tests to obtain this optimal value. In them, we calculated the
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Figure S4: A) Comparison of Ξv varying the spacing from 0.1 Å to 0.8 Å, of the system of
Le = 15.8 Å. B) Same for ΞE error. C) Comparison of time varying the spacing in the same
range in Corvo (x86-64). The times are given by running in 8 cores with 8 MPI processes.
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ground-state of a 180-atom chlorophyll (see Figure S5) system varying the value of PSMM.
Table S2 shows the obtained results; for PSMM = 8, 9, and 10, the accumulation of errors
was big enough for calculations not to converge (because beyond a given order, the spherical
harmonics are too steep to describe the ρ, which is rather smooth). From the data of Table
S2, we chose PSSM = 7 for our simulations (with PSSM = 7 the HOMO-LUMO gap is
equivalent to the reference value given by ISF, and the Hartree energy is the closest one).

Hartree energy (eV) HOMO-LUMO gap
PSMM ISF CG Multigrid ISF CG Multigrid

4 240821.47 240813.51 240813.41 1.4489 1.2179 1.2178
6 240821.47 240813.93 240813.95 1.4489 1.4340 1.4353
7 240821.47 240815.01 240814.69 1.4489 1.4520 1.4506

Table S2: Ground state values of the Hartree energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap as a function
of the PSMM (input parameter of Multigrid and Conjugate gradients solvers). Reference
values are given by the ISF solver.

The implementation we used for FMM [3] allows one to tune the relative error of the
calculations. Its expression is the quotient (Eref − En)/En, i.e. the variable DeltaEFMM,
where En is the Hartree energy calculated with the FMM method and Eref is an estimation
of what its actual value is. We chose for our calculations a relative error of 10−4. Note
that this error corresponds only to the pairwise term of the Hartree potential, before the
correction for charge distribution is applied (see Section 2.3 and S7).

S5 Chlorophyll structure

In the Section 4.1 of the paper, we presented the values of some quantities related to observ-
ables as calculated with the different analysed solvers (Table 2). The system whose ground
state was evaluated for the calculation of these quantities is a chlorophyll stretch consisting
of 180 atoms. For clarity’s sake, we display the structure of this system in Figure S5.

S6 Correction time of multigrid and conjugate gradi-

ents

As explained at the section 2.4 of the main paper, the multigrid and conjugate gradients
solvers use a multipolar expansion for the charge, such that the potential created by this ex-
pansion can be analytically calculated, while the potential created by the remaining charge,
i.e. original charge minus multipolar expansion, is calculated with either multigrid or conju-
gate gradients. This analytical calculation requires similar times for both solvers. It requires
between 0.2% and 8% of the conjugate gradients total execution time, and between 1.7%
and 3.2% in the case of multigrid for the standard tests performed. Therefore, in essence, it
does not add a significant extra time. As an example, a system of Le = 15.8 and spacing of
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Figure S5: Stretch of a Chlorophyll molecule of the spinach, which was used for the tests of
Table 2.

0.2 Å (4,019,679 grid points) in Corvo is shown in Table S3. Very similar trend is shown in
other system sizes and machines.

Multigrid t(s) CG corrected t(s)
MPI proc. Solver Correction Percentage Solver Correction Percentage

1 89.02 7.16 8.04% 223.36 7.13 3.19%
2 57.46 3.53 6.14% 122.87 3.58 2.91%
4 29.61 1.87 6.32% 67.72 1.91 2.82%
8 15.60 1.00 6.41% 35.05 1.04 2.96%

16 8.62 0.53 6.20% 20.23 0.53 2.62%
32 4.57 0.28 6.16% 10.87 0.28 2.59%
64 2.84 0.14 4.92% 5.72 0.20 3.42%

128 2.18 0.07 3.17% 4.33 0.08 1.75%
256 5.19 0.08 1.49% 3.46 0.06 1.73%
512 10.04 0.02 0.23% 1.00 0.02 2.33%

Table S3: Correction time (s) compared with the total solver time of multigrid and conjugate
gradients solvers in for a system of Le = 15.8 Å (4,019,679 grid points) in Corvo machine
from 1 to 512 MPI processes.
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S7 Correction terms for FMM

S7.1 General remarks

The fast multipole method (FMM)[5, 6, 7, 8, 3] was devised to efficiently calculate pairwise
potentials created by pointlike charges, like pairwise Coulomb potential. In the literature it is
possible to find some modifications of the traditional FMM which deal with charges that are
modelled as Gaussian functions [9]. Such modifications of FMM can be used into LCAO codes
as Gaussian [10] or FHI-Aims. However, they are not useful when the charge distribution
is represented through a set of discrete charge density values. The Fast Multipole Method
presented in [11, 3] belongs to the family of FMM methods which calculate the electrostatic
potential created by a set of pointlike charges. This method is very accurate and efficient, but
it needs some modifications to work in programs like octopus [12, 13], where the 3D grid
points actually represent charge densities. As stated in the Section ’Theoretical background’
of the main paper, the electronic density is a R3 → R field, where values of the R3 set
correspond to an equispaced grid (see Figure S6C) ). The variable ρj,k,l is the charge density
at the portion of volume (cell) centred in the point (j, k, l). Each cell is limited by the planes
bisecting the lines that join two consecutive grid points, and its volume is Ω = h3, being h
the spacing between consecutive grid points. The density ρj,k,l is always negative and it is
expected to vary slowly among nearby points.

The term vSI in equation (16) of the main paper can be calculated analytically as follows
assuming that the cell is a sphere of volume Ω:

vSI(~r0) =

∫

Ω

d~r
ρ(~r)

|~r − ~r0|
= ρ(~r0)

∫

Ω

d~r
1

|~r − ~r0|

' ρ(~r0)

∫ R

0

dr

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ π

0

dθ
r2sen(θ)

r

= ρ(~r0)2πh2

(
3

4π

)2/3

, (1)

where we have used the approximation of constant charge density within the cell. One may
expect this approximate way to proceed to be less accurate than the numerical integration
of 1/r in a cubic cell (what is also efficient, since the integration through an arbitrary size
cube is proportional to the integral through a cube of unit volume). However, it happens
the converse: the difference between both methods is small (about 1% of difference between
integrals) but, due to error cancellations, the analytical method is slightly more accurate
when calculating potentials.

The term vcorr.
j,k,l in (16) is included to calculate more accurately the potential created by

the charge in cells nearby to (j, k, l). To devise a expression for it, we consider that the charge
distribution is similar to sets of Gaussians centred in the atoms of the system. For Gaussian
distributions, the greatest concavity near the centre of the Gaussian makes the influence of
neighbouring points to be major for the potential. As we can see in the scheme of Figure S6
A)-B), considering semi-neighbours of point P (in ~r0 := (j, k, l)), i.e., points whose distance
to P is not h, but h/2, the integral of equation 16 of the paper can be calculated in a much
more accurate way.
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C)

point P
h/2

charges are equispaced

A)

B)
P

P Error in the integral for V

P neighbours

P semi-neighbours

Figure S6: Scheme of how the inclusion of semi-neighbours of point P (pink points) helps to
improve the accuracy of the integration to calculate the Hartree potential. A) Scheme of the
function whose integration will be approximated by a summation (surface under the green
line), without considering semi-neighbours. B) id., considering semi-neighbours of point P;
The error made by the approximation is proportional to the yellow surface in A) and B). C)
2D scheme of the grid: green points are grid points, while pink points are semi-neighbours
of P.

S7.2 Method 1: 6-neighbours correction

We build a corrective term by calculating the charge in the 6 semi-neighbours of every point
of the mesh ~r0 (see Figure S7 for a intuitive scheme). The total correction term is the
potential created by the semi-neighbours (vcorr.+) minus the potential created by the charge
lying in the volume of the semi-neighbour cells that was already counted in vFMM or in vSI

(vcorr.−):
vcorr.(~r0) = vcorr.+(~r0)− vcorr.−(~r0) . (2)
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In order to calculate vcorr.+, we use the formula por the 3rd degree interpolation polynomial:

f(0) =
(−1)

16
f

(−3

2
h

)
+

9

16
f

(−h
2

)
+

9

16
f

(
h

2

)
− (−1)

16
f

(
3

2
h

)
, (3a)

f

(−h
2

)
=

(−1)

16
f (−2h) +

9

16
f (−h) +

9

16
f (0)− (−1)

16
f (h) , (3b)

f

(
h

2

)
=

(−1)

16
f (−h) +

9

16
f (0) +

9

16
f (h)− (−1)

16
f (2h) . (3c)

So, the semi-neighbours of ~r0 = (x0, y0, z0) are

ρ(x0 − h/2, y0, z0) =
−1

16
ρ (x0 − 2h, y0, z0) +

9

16
ρ (x0 − h, y0, z0)

+
9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0)− 1

16
ρ (x0 + h, y0, z0) ; (4a)

ρ(x0 + h/2, y0, z0) =
−1

16
ρ (x0 − h, y0, z0) +

9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0)

+
9

16
ρ (x0 + h, y0, z0)− 1

16
ρ (x0 + 2h, y0, z0) ; (4b)

ρ(x0, y0 − h/2, z0) =
−1

16
ρ (x0, y0 − 2h, z0) +

9

16
ρ (x0, y0 − h, z0)

+
9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0)− 1

16
ρ (x0, y0 + h, z0) ; (4c)

ρ(x0, y0 + h/2, z0) =
−1

16
ρ (x0, y0 − h, z0) +

9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0)

+
9

16
ρ (x0, y0 + h, z0)− 1

16
ρ (x0, y0 + 2h, z0) ; (4d)

ρ(x0, y0, z0 − h/2) =
−1

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0 − 2h) +

9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0 − h)

+
9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0)− 1

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0 + h) ; (4e)

ρ(x0, y0, z0 + h/2) =
−1

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0 − h) +

9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0)

+
9

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0 + h)− 1

16
ρ (x0, y0, z0 + 2h) . (4f)

We consider all this six charges to be homogeneously distributed in cells whose volume is
Ω/8. The distance between the centre of these small cells and the centre of the cell whose v
we are calculating (i.e., the cell centred in ~r0) is h/2. So the first part of vcorr.(~r0) is

vcorr.+(~r0) =
(
ρ(x0 − h/2, y0, z0) + ρ(x0 + h/2, y0, z0) + . . .+

+ ρ(x0, y0, z0 + h/2)
)(Ω

8

)(
1

h/2

)
. (5)

Since we have created these new 6 cells, we must subtract the potential created by their
corresponding volume from that created by the cells whose volume is partly occupied by
these new cells. This potential is:
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vcorr.−(~r0) =
(
ρ(x0 − h, y0, z0) + ρ(x0 + h, y0, z0) + ρ(x0, y0 − h, z0) + ρ(x0, y0 + h, z0)

+ ρ(x0, y0, z0 − h) + ρ(x0, y0, z0 + h)
)( Ω

16

)(
1

h

)
+ α vSI(~r0) . (6)

The aim of the term α vSI (i.e., the variable AlphaFMM in octopus) is to compensate the
errors arising from the assumption that the charge is concentrated at the centre of the cells
and reduced cells. The value of α is tuned to minimize the errors in the potentials.

A)

B)

Original box: all cell’s size is h2 (2D)

New: Semi-neighbours cell sizes are h2/4

Side cells sizes are 7/8h2

Central cell size is h2/2

(all in 2D)

Figure S7: 2D example of the position of cells containing semi neighbours. Assume the
centre of the plots is ~r0, the point where we want to calculate the correcting term for the
potential. The volume of semi-neighbour cells is h2/4 in 2D, and Ω/8 in 3D. One half of the
semi-neighbour cell occupies the volume of a neighbour cell (the cell whose centre is h away
from ~r0). The other half of the semi-neighbour cell occupies the space of the ~r0-centred cell
itself.

It is worth to re-express as follows the correction terms of eqs. (2), (5) and (6) avoiding to
call to every variable more than once for the sake of getting higher computational efficiency:

vSI(~r0) + vcorr.(~r0) = h2
[

ρ(x0, y0, z0)
(
27/32 + (1− α)2π(3/4π)2/3

)
(7)

+(1/16)
(
ρ(x0 − h, y0, z0) + ρ(x0 + h, y0, z0) + ρ(x0, y0 − h, z0)

+ρ(x0, y0 + h, z0) + ρ(x0, y0, z0 − h) + ρ(x0, y0, z0 + h)

−(1/4)
(
ρ(x0 − 2h, y0, z0) + ρ(x0 + 2h, y0, z0) + ρ(x0, y0 − 2h, z0)

+ρ(x0, y0 + 2h, z0) + ρ(x0, y0, z0 − 2h) + ρ(x0, y0, z0 + 2h)
))]

.
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We ran tests using the error formula E :=
√∑

i(v
Exact(~ri)− vFMM(~ri))2, with the index

i running for all points of the system. The inclusion of the correcting term introduced in
this Section typically reduced E in a factor about 50.

S7.3 Method 2: 124-neighbours correction

This method is similar to the one explained in the previous Section, but with two differences

• It uses 3D interpolation polynomials, instead of 1D polynomials. Then, it considers
53 − 1 = 124 neighbours in a cube of edge 5h centred in ~r0 to calculate the corrective
term for V (~r0)

• The interpolation polynomials representing ρ(x, y, z) are numerically integrated (after
their division by r). This is, we calculate

vcorr.+(~r0) =

∫

125Ω

d~r
ρ(~r)

|~r − ~r0|
'
∫

125Ω

d~r
Pol(~r)

|~r − ~r0|
. (8)

The integration is to be performed between -5/2h and 5/2h for x, y and z. The interpolation
polynomial (with 125 support points) Pol(~r) is

Pol(~r) =
5∑

i=1

5∑

j=1

5∑

k=1

ρ(x0 + (i− 3)h, y0 + (j − 3)h, z0 + (k − 3)h)αi(x)αj(y)αk(z) , (9)

being

α1(ξ) :=
ξ4

24
− ξ3

12
− ξ2

24
+

ξ

12
, (10a)

α2(ξ) := −ξ
4

6
+
ξ3

6
+

2ξ2

3
− 2ξ

3
, (10b)

α3(ξ) :=
ξ4

4
− 5ξ2

4
+ 1 , (10c)

α4(ξ) := −ξ
4

6
− ξ3

6
+

2ξ2

3
+

2ξ

3
, (10d)

α5(ξ) :=
ξ4

24
+
ξ3

12
− ξ2

24
− ξ

12
. (10e)

The quotient of the polynomials αi(x)αj(y)αk(z) divided by |~r − ~r0| can be numerically
integrated through the cubic cell of edge 5h and centred in x0. Such integrals can in-
deed be tabulated, because equation (8) implies vcorr.+(~r0) = vcorr.+(~r0)|h=1 · h2. Terms of
αi(x)αj(y)αk(z)/|~r− ~r0| are often odd functions whose integral is null. The non-zero integrals
taking part in (1) (with h = 1) can be easily calculated numerically.
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Therefore

vcorr.+(~r0) =
5∑

i=1

5∑

j=1

5∑

k=1

ρ(x0 + (i− 3)h, y0 + (j − 3)h, z0 + (k − 3)h) ·
∫

125Ω

d~r
αi(x)αj(y)αk(z)

|~r − ~r0|

=
5∑

i=1

5∑

j=1

5∑

k=1

ρ(x0 + (i− 3)h, y0 + (j − 3)h, z0 + (k − 3)h) ·

5∑

l=1

5∑

m=1

5∑

n=1

αi,lαj,mαk,n

∫

125Ω

d~r
xl−1ym−1zn−1

|~r − ~r0|

=
5∑

i=1

5∑

j=1

5∑

k=1

ρ(x0 + (i− 3)h, y0 + (j − 3)h, z0 + (k − 3)h) ·

5∑

l=1

5∑

m=1

5∑

n=1

αi,lαj,mαk,nβ(l − 1,m− 1, n− 1)h2 , (11)

where αi,l is the coefficient of ξl−1 if αi(ξ) and

β(l,m, n) :=

∫ 1/2

−1/2

dx

∫ 1/2

−1/2

dy

∫ 1/2

−1/2

dz
xlymzn√
x2 + y2 + z2

. (12)

In this case, vcorr.− is equal to all the contributions to V (~r0) due to charges whose position
(x, y, z) satisfies

|x− x0| <= 2h; |y − y0| <= 2h; |z − z0| <= 2h , (13)

including self-interaction integral.
This way to calculate vcorr.+ is not inefficient, because only 27 integrals are not null,

and both α and β are known. In order to calculate vcorr.+(~r0) we need 125 products and
additions, what is essentially the same number of operations which is required in order to
calculate the potential created in ~r0 by the neighbouring points (whose calculation can be
removed and then saved). Nevertheless, results using this correction method were worse than
that obtained using the first method, so only that one was implemented into the standard
version of octopus.
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